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EORUM FABULA

1.1 Goals • Actions • Objectives

RAISE VISIBILITY

Raise visibility of womxn

creative leaders in the

performing arts.

GOALS

By 2026, Eorum Fabula and its

partners will have facilitated the

creation of at least 5 new

performative works that will have

been presented in at least 3

different countries

By 2026, 25 womxn performing

arts leaders from Italy, the

Netherlands, Finland, Romania

and Lithuania will have

participated in multidisciplinary

and international collaborations

leading to a premiere at the

Romaeuropa festival

Partner with local and

international performing arts

organisations to promote the

open-call, attract

international applicants, co-

produce and host the

international tour

Build a communication

strategy to share the

celebration of creative

leaders’ success stories

through social media,

newsletters and Eorum

Fabula’s website

ACTIONS OBJECTIVES

PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL

SKILL DEVELOPMENT AND

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Empower womxn creative

leaders with managerial

competencies and facilitate

international networking to

take their careers forward.

Professional guidance and

insights offered by founders.

Direct contact and invitation

of programmers, journalists

and promoters to the

performance and post-

premiere networking event

Provide CIRcollaborative

toolbox to creative team

Provide resources and insights

for skill development

Each year host a post-premiere

networking event with a total of 

40 journalists, promoters,

programmers

By 2026 Introduce 25

participants to innovative ways of

live performance creation through

online collaboration

Throughout the project

participants will develop the

following skills: Time

management, understanding of

budget planning   principles,

comfort in using digital tools,

team work skills, cross-cultural

literacy, ability to work remotely,

modes of shared leadership,

emotional intelligence skills

1
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1.2 Goals • Actions • Objectives

2

RAISE AWARENESS

Raise awareness of the

importance of equal

representation in positions

of creative leadership in

the performing arts and in

particular expose younger

generations to new

leaders thereby

normalising womxn in

positions of creative

leadership ‘Representation

matters’.

GOALS

Volunteering and internship

opportunities for young

students

Continuous engagement on

social media with a focus on

womxn empowerment

targeting younger

generations (Instagram &

Facebook)

Inform stakeholders on gender

disparity in the sector with

statistics and testimonies

through online and offline

touchpoints.

Increase attendance rate of

audiences under the age of 25 by

75% by II edition

40% of Instagram followers are

under 25 by December 2023

80% of the community is aware of

leadership gender disparity in the

performing arts and makes a

conscious effort to attend

performances directed by womxn

ACTIONS OBJECTIVES
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Current Alternatives:

Eorum Fabula does not have direct competition. However, creative leaders and

performers have many global options when it comes to short residencies and workshops

as well as pay-to-perform platforms. In Italy, companies that share similar values to

Eorum Fabula include: Gender Bender Festival and Performing Gender (an international

festival introducing the Italian public to the new imagery related to gender identities,

sexual orientations and body representations stemming from contemporary culture.

Gender Bender is based in Cassero. Performing Gender was a dance project within

Gender Bender that was funded from 2013-2015 and 2017-2019.), as well as Live Works

and Festival Drodeser (a workshop-to-realization project that provides 1,500 euros to

selected artists. There are no specific thematic elements or restrictions on who can

apply). La Fabrique de La Danse: Les Femmes sont là (Paris) develops educational

programs to accompany dance professionals in the evolution of their profession, and

develops digital tools adapted to new ways of working. La Danse also has a component

of womxn choreographers. The Beth Morrison Project in New York City identifies and

produces new works of performing arts. Founded in 2013, BMP has a strong

international reputation for showcasing innovative pieces of theater that focus on

storytelling by marginalized groups. While Eorum Fabula offers a unique experience for

audience members, those seeking entertainment have many alternatives. For those who

enjoy theatre and music, there are numerous live performances happening at any given

time in Rome. The live-streaming of events from theatres across the world has made

attending live performances less an imperative, and a cost-effective alternative for

audience members who cannot afford childcare or other expenses associated with

going to the theatre. For those who are specifically interested in womxn’s perspectives,

many online platforms offer streaming of films and documentaries that highlight stories

about womxn and works by womxn.

2.1 Market Research

3



EORUM FABULA

Method: Market survey with 381 respondents. 

Result: 90% stated that representation matters and the perspectives of

underrepresented people bring value to society. [Figure 1]

Assumption: The general public believes that representation matters and that the

stories and perspectives of marginalized people bring value to society. 

Yes
90%

I've never really thought about it
8%

4

2.2 Market Research, cont.

Audience Demand

Figure 1: Question- Do you think representation matters and that the stories and perspectives of underrepresented people 

 bring value to society? N = 381 

Method: Market survey with 381 completed and valid responses

Result: 64% state that womxn are underrepresented and 60% say that men are

overrepresented  [Figure 2 & Figure 3]

Assumption: People who attend at least 5 live performances a year perceive

unequal gender representation; womxn are underrepresented and men are

overrepresented

No, I feel men are overrepresented
61.2%

Yes
24.5%

I've never really thought about it
9.2%

Yes
5.1%

Figure 2:  Question- Do you think men are equitably represented in positions of artistic leadership (General

directors, playwrights, composers, librettists, stage directors, choreographers, conductors, lighting, set, and

technical directors, etc.) in cultural institutions? N = 381
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No, I feel womxn are underrepresented
62.5%

No 
18.8%

Yes
9.4%

I've never really thought about it
6.3%

5

Figure 3: Question - Do you think womxn are equitably represented in positions of creative and artistic leadership in

performing arts institutions? N = 381 

2.3 Market Research, cont.

Audience Demand, cont.

Market survey with 381 completed and valid responses

Result: 66.4% Would be interested in attending a performing arts festival that

celebrates world premieres of works by womxn creative leaders and another

32.28% are interested as well however, not on the basis of the gender of the

creative leaders. 1.31% Are not interested in attending such a festival. 

Assumption: 60 - 65% of the respondents are interested in attending a performing

arts festival that celebrates world premieres of works by womxn creative leaders.

[Figure 4]

Yes
66.7%

I wouldn't necessarily attend a show based on the genders of the creative team
32.3%

No
1%

Figure 4: Question- Would you be interested in attending a performing arts festival that celebrates world premieres of

works by womxn creative leaders? N = 381 
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2.4 Market Research, cont.

Value Proposition

Method: Secondary market research: Benchmarking with other performing arts

organisations/production programs. 

Scope: Italy, Performing Arts organisations, gender equity, and production. 

Result. As the value curve in the competitive advantage analysis already

showed, Eorum Fabula differentiates through the production prize budget,

multidisciplinary and collaborative performances while addressing gender

related issues namely, underrepresentation of womxn creative leaders through

the production of new works.

Eorum Fabula is the first to organise this type of program and has no direct

competitors.

Orianne Vilmer, CEO of La Fabrique de la Danse

Frauke Meyer, Stage Director and vocal advocate for gender parity in the

arts

Sarah Mattox, Composer and Performer 

Ambassador Karsten Warnecke, Executive Director Asia-Europe Foundation

Enrique Mazzola, Music Director, Lyric Opera of Chicago

Priti Gandhi, Artistic Director of Minnesota Opera

Kathleen Kelly, The first woman and first American named as Director of

Musical studies at the Vienna State Opera

Lise Lindstrom, Operatic Soprano

Jane Eaglen, English Operatic Soprano

Sammie Gorham, Founder and Artistic Director of Seattle Modern Opera

Company

Laura Ishida, with Schott Music publishing company

Giorgio Caoduro, Italian Baritone

Major Monica Vaccariello, United States Marines

Jackie King, Singer, Songwriter, Mother

Eorum Fabula is  tackling a real need and there is a sense of urgency.

Methods and Results Primary Research - 

1. Interviews with field experts, creative leaders and cultural entrepreneurs. 
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Voices of Europe report: On September 4th and 5th 2019,  a discussion on

‘GENDER EQUALITY: GENDER BALANCE IN THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE

SECTORS’ was held between 36 participants representing the cultural

sectors from EU Member States. A final report was issued (written on a

voluntary basis) and presented to the European Commission in November

2019. 

Promote capacity building and womxn’s empowerment. 

Promote a dedicated database and online platform for womxn professionals

Promote networks between womxn and womxn-led organisations both by

launching specific calls and by inviting/encouraging womxn to participate in

EU calls. 

Promote womxn’s experience in leadership in the cultural sector, through

accessible storytelling and case studies. 

Develop, make readily available and maintain an extensive database of

womxn professionals and freelance artistic and cultural practitioners who

identify themselves as interested and available for leadership positions such

as serving on boards etc. 

Help men overcome their biases (i.e. promote mixed teams at work)

Specific networking opportunities, case-studies

2. Secondary internet research: Reports, experiences and advocacy from

impact champions

Recommendations outlined in the report that align with our mission are:

Value Proposition, cont.

2.5 Market Research, cont.

Source: https://voicesofculture.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/VoC-Brainstorming-Report-

Gender-Balance-in-the-Cultural-and-Creative-Sectors.pdf

7
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2.6 Market Research, cont.

Environmental Landscape

SWOT Analysis:

Experience and knowledge of the industry

Connections within the industry

Immediate understanding of the need (Underrepresentation of womxn,

lack of financial support for artists, need for visibility in established

theatres and institutions)

Knowledge of needs of stakeholders 

Languages: Italian, English, French, Spanish, German

Utilizing new online platforms as a real-time remote creative

collaboration solution

Building an online community for sustained support for artists

Ability to take advantage of the rise of corporate funding for cultural

programs in Italy

Collaboration with professional women's organizations in Rome and

Europe

Access to funding due to COVID-19 budget cuts. Eorum Fabula will

diversify its income and fundraising efforts to ensure a broad range of

support that is not strictly dependent on governement grants.

Overrepresentation of extreme feminism in mass media which could lead

to a misunderstanding of Eorum Fabula's mission. The organization will

prioritise the promotion of the importance of gender parity and equity in

representation by celebrating its creative team and the artistic

contributions of womxn artists around the world. 

Success of project is dependent on many external agents (theatre,

creative teams, rehearsal space, etc.). Eorum Fabula will address this by

maintaining clear communication with all stakeholders and preparing

comprehensive risk mitigation and contongency plans.

Lack of own performance space. Instead of investing in a fixed location,

Eorum Fabula will celebrate its collaboration with RomaEuropa Festival

and their established theatre partnerships throughout Rome.

(Sources: Bibliography  2)
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2.7 Market Research, cont.

Environmental Landscape: Pestle Analysis

(Sources: Bibliography  3)

There is a growing political spotlight on gender parity and
representation, including UN Sustainable Goal #5

EU Creative funding increased by 17% for budget 2021-
2027

Italy submits largest number of grant applications and
receives most EU funding

Italy funding opera at €182.3 million in 2019 (highest of
cultural sector), Theater €73 million, Music €62 million, and
Dance €12 million (statista, 2020)

In the wake of the COVID-19 crisis, Prime Minister Giuseppe
Conte recognized the importance of a government-
supported strategic use of arts and culture as a means of
driving tourism and economic growth. (Agenzia Vista, 2020)

Improving gender equality in the work force will raise EU

GDP, per capita, by 6-9% 

Post-COVID19 instability and economic depression likely to

impact funding 

Women work more than men taking into account public paid

work and private unpaid work

In Italy, family plays the overarching architecture of welfare

system, acting as the main provider of care and welfare for

children and dependent individuals. Moreover, the prevailing

traditional ‘male breadwinner model’ keeps women outside

the labour market,  in order to care for dependent

individuals. (Leon & Migliavacca, 2013)

Concept of leadership in Western society has long been

dominated by a  masculine-centered approach

43% of Opera di Roma’s audience only started attending in

the past two years. In that same period, audience numbers

have risen by 28%, subscriptions by 30% and box office

revenues by 51%. The audience is no longer ageing, either:

30% of the Opera di Roma’s patrons are under the age of 30

(E.B., 2017)

Theater attendance in Italy from 2013 to 2018: The total

number of entrances decreased from over 331.4 thousand in

2013, to about 266 thousand attendances in 2018. 
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2.8 Market Research, cont.

Environmental Landscape: Pestle Analysis, cont.

[Sources: Bibliography  3]

The prevailing neoliberal ideology of consumption confuses

the audience of a performing arts performance for a client or

consumer (Pritchard, 2019)

In Italy, there are more women in higher education than men.

There are also more women in the arts, and more women in

business. And yet, the society is still hanging on to the male

breadwinner model. (EC, 2019)

Online marketing and social media have repidly replaced
traditional models of marketing for cultural organizations,
especially with small to mid-level companies allowing for
immediate communication between organizations and
customers.  

Automation of most “tech” components in performing arts
from lighting cues to set and stage movements

Cross-sector collaboration between technology companies
and cultural projects are becoming more common

Changing habits of audiences: Shorter attention spans,
virtual communities, need to share, gap between ‘old’ and
‘new’ audiences

Use of technology raises issues related to ethics and union

contracts i.e. job securities; an orchestra replaced by one

single synthesizer

Post-COVID understanding and use of online collaboration

platforms increased

Music and arts IP laws and licensing are extremely

complicated: The complex world of art requires attorneys to

understand various roles including IP law, tax and labor law,

as well as fundamental contract disputes.

Post-COVID19 reality may impact social gatherings, and

tourism and though it is likely Italy will welcome global

companies as a source of economic recovery.

Since 2017, personal action on climate change has increased

in every country, and in 17 member states the increase is at

least ten percentage points. In particular personal action has

increased considerably amongst respondents in Italy. (EC,

2017)
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3.1 Production Timeline
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3.2 Production Timeline
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4.1 Open Call 

13
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4.2 Open Call Application Forms

14

(Sources: Bibliography 4)
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Minimum 3 people

Write “Atto Costitutivo” that includes:

Mission of Association

Methods for financing + fundraising

Rules & roles of each member

Terms & conditions to become a member and justification for member dismissal

Role of each Association departmentRules on delivering Annual Balance (dates & content)

Rules for dissolution of Association and (non) distribution of remaining funds

Eorum Fabula is an association registered in Italy.

In Italy, a not-for-profit organization represents a volunteer-based organisation thus, Eorum Fabula

would be registered as an Association.

Requirements for registrations:

(this also counts a contract between board members of Association)

Registration fee: 300 euros (set-up cost)

Board members may not earn more than 41.316,55 euros per year + association may not take in

more than 5 million euros per year in revenue.

5.1 Human Resources Plan

15

Legal Structure

Founding Team
Through her professional training of 12 years, in classical ballet and

contemporary dance, Marie gained the understanding of the stakes,

challenges and demands performing artists are subjected to on a daily basis.

She combines her passion for contemporary dance with her managerial skills

she developed during her Bachelor's of International Business Management.

Since then, her drive to become a professional contemporary dancer

developed into a mission taking place behind the stage: improving the

working and living conditions for performance artists. Through her bachelor

dissertation on the socio-economic position of contemporary dance artists in

Flanders, Belgium, Marie has developed a deep understanding of the internal

and external pressures of the landscape. This enables her to bring a balanced

and considerate approach to the table. Through her eye for precision and her

organisational skills, Marie thrives to facilitate any collaborative effort by

ensuring consistency, exchange and respect. Her passions and complementary

background were consolidated during her Master in Arts and Cultural

Management. Born in Antwerp, Marie was raised in French and Dutch, spoke

her first words of English at the age of five and developed a proficiency in

Spanish during her recent internship in the Basque contemporary dance

company Dantzaz where she worked side by side with the general and artistic

directors. In Eorum Fabula, Marie’s bottom-line is to affirm solidarity in the

landscape to bring visibility to womxn creative leaders.

Marie Luyten 

Co-Founding Director
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Having grown up in the Pacific Northwest of the United States, Julia has

a deep-seated passion for the arts, nature, and technology. Bridging

the three through innovation and collaboration is something she aims to

do in all her work. She uses her creativity and tenacity to cultivate

interdisciplinary collaboration to realize a brighter, more sustainable

future for all life. For almost 20 years, she has been a leading soloist in

opera houses around the globe and is known as a dynamic interpreter

of a wide range of dramatic and vocal styles. With a passion for

exploring and producing narratives of underrepresented communities,

she is pivoting her focus to scientific literacy, cultural diplomacy, and

equity in arts leadership. Throughout her career, Julia has been keenly

aware of the underrepresentation of womxn creative leaders in the

performing arts and has worked to bring womxn’s perspectives to the

stage and creative process.   As Co-Director of Seattle Art Song

Society, she collaborated on the programming and production of the

2017-2019 seasons and helped lead their Womxn’s Voices concert

which highlighted the works of overlooked womxn composers. She also

directed and produced an innovative series of salon concerts with

proceeds going to local women’s shelters and food banks. Julia holds a

Bachelor’s in Opera Performance from the Royal Northern College of

Music and a Master’s in Arts and Cultural Management from the

Universitat Internacional de Catalunya.  When not creating or

facilitating the creation of performance art, Julia can be found hiking

and exploring nature with her three young sons.

Ena is a multidisciplinary artist with a strong passion for justice and

gender equity. Her studies in Criminology have allowed her to grasp a

deep understanding of society and the criminal justice system. She

wrote her thesis on domestic violence against women. Since her

research, her devotion to supporting women has become her life

mission. During her travels in South America, she experienced sexism at

its finest and decided to take on a Master in Arts & Cultural

Management and devote her actions to the Cultural Sector, always

directing her energy to the quest of gender equity by supporting

women in the arts. Half French, half Peruvian and raised in Italy, she is

fluent in four languages and has naturally developed flexibibility and

adaptability, She embraces diversity within herself and around her as

an asset and strength. Her fluidity with languages and her passion for

individuals makes her the right candidate as a HR and Communication

Manager for Eorum Fabula.

5.2 Human Resources Plan

16

Ena Alva

Co-Founding Director

Julia Benzinger

Co-Founding Director
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Mary Wieder-Bottaro is a Global marketing, communications, and

business development consultant in Verona, Italy, originally from the

U.S. She has been developing a career in international marketing and

communications and B2B marketing for almost a decade and has

worked in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. She has

professional experience in B2B marketing strategy including executing

digital and social media campaigns. She is fluent in English, Italian and

French. Mary is also passionate about womxn's empowerment issues

and serves as a writing mentor for the Afghan Women's Writing Project.

She is a member of the Professional Women’s Network in Rome, is

actively dedicated to contributing to organisations celebrating and

supporting womxn and has access to a wide professional network.

Her Role

Mary will be a Mentor and Advisor for Marketing, Communication and

Campaigning

Eorum Fabula’s Contribution: The association provides a great

opportunity to be part of the new international project promoting

female empowerment and leadership in Arts and Culture and will

include Afghan Women’s Writing Project as an inspirational starting

point for future productions.

Claudia Parzani is a Global Business Developer and Marketing Partner

at Linklaters (International legal firm). She is also the President of

Valore D, an organization focused on female leadership in business.

She launched the Inspiring Girls campaign in Italy, a mentoring

programme connecting female role models and young girls and boys in

primary and secondary schools. She was nominated as Top 10

Champions of Women in Business in 2017 and 2018 and is part of the

International Board Members of Women for Expo.Aside from having

Business and Legal expertise, Claudia is a public figure in Italy and

Internationally, is actively committed to the quest for diversity and

inclusion.

Her Role

She will be a Mentor and Advisor in financial and legal aspects for

Eorum Fabula.

Eorum Fabula’s Contribution: Inspiring Girls mentoring programme in

Italy could benefit from a masterclass or future partnership with Eorum

Fabula creative leaders.

17

Advisory Board

Financial &

Legal Advisor

Marketing, Communication 

& Campaigning Advisor 

5.3 Human Resources Plan
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Ariane Michaud is a freelance dancer, choreographer, producer and

management consultant for the arts. After receiving a BFA in

Contemporary Dance from The Boston Conservatory, Ariane merged

her interests of movement, arts management and technology by

creating a unique freelance career. She has professional experience in

project management, communications and fundraising with an

emphasis on arts organizations and nonprofits. She is also a Social

Media Strategist for Doppelganger Dance Collective, the Rhode Island

company founded by Danielle Davidson and Shura Baryshnikov.   Her

interest in emerging technologies has led her to work for The

Conference for Research on Choreographic Interfaces (CRCI) at Brown

University. Her expertise in performing arts and cultural management,

her interest in the merging of performing arts and new technologies

and her wide network in the fields of performing arts & new technology

are essential assets for Eorum Fabula’s growth.

Her Role

She will be a Mentor and Advisor for Communication & Fundraising,

marketing strategy, event planning, organisational culture and

crowdsourcing and accompany the association’s journey in the

experimentation for the online creation process and merging with new

technologies.

.Eorum Fabula’s Contribution: This is an opportunity to be part of a

new way of performing arts creation through new technologies as

research for Ariane’s field and interests.

18

Project Management &

Fundraising Advisor

Eorum Fabula work environment is based on Collaboration, Transparency and Creativity. Every

person is encouraged to use their creativity, share their opinion, expertise, knowledge and test their

skills for effective progression of the project. However, a minimal structure is essential to keep ideas,

tasks, responsibilities flowing smoothly for better and effective results.

The Board of Advisors is responsible for answering questions and giving advice to the Board of

Directors on a monthly basis and with the appropriate advisor, based on the milestone and task that

must be completed in the timeline. The Board of Director is responsible for building strategies,

delegating tasks and responsibilities to the Staff and executing the tasks the Directors are

responsible for. Since Directors also have operational responsibilities, Staff and Directors

collaborate, exchange and report to each other.

How We Work

5.4 Human Resources Plan
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Staff: Roles & Responsibilities

Creative Director Executive Producer

HR Manager
Communication Manager

5.5 Human Resources Plan
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Advisors: Roles & Responsibilities

5.6 Human Resources Plan
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Volunteers & Interns: Roles & Responsibilities

5.7 Human Resources Plan
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Outsourced Staff: Roles & Responsibilities

Other Outsourced: 

- Accountant

- Legal Advice - Pro Bono Italia (Free for associations)

5.8 Human Resources Plan

22
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The Creative Team: Roles & Responsibilities

Eorum Fabula’s Creative Team is composed of five womxn creative leaders. From the experience and

knowledge of the Board of Directors in the performing arts, there are a minimum of 5 key players

needed to create a performing arts piece. The following roles are a basic guideline to each player’s

role and can be taken by any womxn who possesses the following skills, experience and is ready to

take on its responsibilities.

5.9 Human Resources Plan

23
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HUMAN RESOURCES BUDGET

5.10 Human Resources Plan

24

(Sources: Bibliography 5) 
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Volunteer Agreement Example

6.1 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

25
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6.2 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

26
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6.3 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

27
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6.4 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

28
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Independent Contractor Agreement

6.5 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

29
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6.6 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

30
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6.7 Human Resources Plan: Contracts
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6.8 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

32
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6.9 Human Resources Plan: Contracts
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Volunteer Ambassador Agreement

6.10 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

34
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6.11 Human Resources Plan: Contracts

35



7.1 Internal Communication Plan

EORUM FABULA

Eorum Fabula Glossary

Womxn: The term womxn stands for women, transgender, intersex and non-binary people

Storytelling: the art of using language (verbalized or abstract) and movement to impart the concepts of a

story while encouraging the audience's imagination.

Interdisciplinary performing arts: explore concepts, forms, and techniques through a blend of gesture and

movement, sound art, dramatic art, video, and new technologies.

Creative Visionary: Each cycle one participant will be selected to develop the core creative concept for

the collaboration and performance

Collaborators: The artists that will join the creative visionary to form the  creative leaders team      

Co-producer: Italian, Rome based performing arts organisation that facilitate the creation and production

of each year’s performance. 

Partners: The international performing arts organisations with which Eorum Fabula collaborates to attract

participants for the womxn creative leaders’ team, or host for future performance. 

Pre-cycle: Project development phase

Cycle: Set of all activities centered around creation and production (Note this is not one calendar year)

Pilot: The inaugural cycle of the Eorum Fabula Project

Launch: Start of the pilot

Core-team: Co-founders of Eorum Fabula

       

Key Values

Staff & volunteers: Informal, personal growth and development, safe space: Openness for feedback and

initiative, interaction, cooperation, teamwork, approachability, acknowledgement/gratitude

Advisory board: Formal, acknowledge importance/significance and expertise, mission-driven,

professionalism, essentialness

Funders and sponsors: Formal, growth & impact, professionalism, value, transparency, recognition,

relevance

Creative leaders: Informal, alliance, collaboration, vision-driven, support, creativity, openness,

empowerment, affirmation, co-creation

Core-team: Informal, transparency, support, mission-driven, alliance, unity, trust, interdependency 

Ambassadors: Informal, opportunity, value, exchange, representation, celebration, expansion, affirmation

Partners: Professionalism, mission-driven, alliance, trust, exchange, community, consolidation, innovation 

Co-producer: co-production, visibility, audience-engagement, mission-driven, innovation

Communication with each internal stakeholder is characterised by different key values and messages. All staff,

volunteers, and interns will be informed about these in order to ensure appropriate acknowledgement,

encouragement and respect. The distinguishing qualities of interactions of each internal stakeholder

respectively has been defined as follows: 
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7.2 Internal Communication Plan

EORUM FABULA

Key Tactics

Encouraging feedback

loops and facilitating dialogue

Keeping the Eorum Fabula core-team

in sync

Facilitating a non-hierarchical

flow of information

Sharing industry trends, news,

and insights

Regularity in Touchpoints
Quarterly Production Review

February, May, July, and November*

Monthly meetings EF core-team 

Monthly meetings with Advisory Board

Twice per month email exchange with Advisory Board

Semiannual internal newsletter: June and December

Annual internal communication strategy evaluation and review in November

End of cycle closing meeting

*November end of cycle closing meeting

Developing clear and

concise messages prioritising relevancy

and accountability

Ensuring the alignment

between the communication goals and the

overall organisational objectives

Maintaining regularity in touchpoints

Informing and inspiring

action
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7.3 Internal Communication Plan

July - December 2020

January - December 2021
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7.4 Internal Communication Plan

January - December 2021
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EORUM FABULA

8.1  Communication and Marketing

The  Logo

Eorum Fabula will represent itself in published materials, in print, and online through

three logo iterations:

External Communications Timeline
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EORUM FABULA

OCIAL MEDIA

Create and build an online community to attract young audiences,

normalise womxn in positions of leadership in the eyes of young teenagers

and adults, which is one of the association’s main goals.

Reduce distance between the artists and the audience by creating artist

takeovers in which artists will use the association’s account as their own for

a limited period of time to present themselves, their career, their

professional paths.

Promote the project and the performance to encourage online audiences

to attend the performance and support the association. Volunteer

ambassadors will get involved in this task by sharing posts of activities and

actions performed in the Instagram account and Facebook page.

Promote the Co-producer, Collaborators and Residency Partner  to

strengthen and sustain the relationships with all partners. The aim will be to

create an inter-organisational promotion of accounts, pages and events of

the different partners to share and increase the audience of all entities.

Direct online audience to Eorum Fabula’s Website there will be information

about the project, the open calls, the participants, the donations,

volunteering opportunities, donation links and crowdfunding campaigns to

attract funding and online engagement.

8.2  Communication and Marketing

The  Strategy

#

Partner Social Networks:

IG:  @romaeuropa

FB: /Romaeuropa
FB: /theinternationaltheatre

IG:  @koneensaatio

FB: /koneensaatio
FB: /Asociatia4culture

IG:  @companynewheroes

FB: /Companynewheroes

IG:  @arts_printing_house

FB: /menu.spaustuve FB: /events/421719015043871
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EORUM FABULA

EWSLETTER

EBSITE

8.3  Communication and Marketing
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EORUM FABULA

RINT

Sponsorship Proposal Packets: During face-to-face meetings with potential

sponsors, personalized sponsorship packets will be printed and distributed in order

to provide concrete and tangible details of the organization and its mission. These

sponsorship proposals will have a print run of 20 through Hello Print, will be

formatted as Medium Square with dimensions of 148mm x 148mm and printed on 178

gsm gloss paper with a 300 gsm cover. The contents will include a statement of

alignment of values and missions; the need for the project; the structure of Eorum

Fabula; the pilot edition format; the requested sponsorship amount; and the

benefits to the sponsor. 

Postcards, Programs, Promotional Flyers: Postcards and posters will be designed by

freelance graphic designer Kateryna Mileva,  and  printed through Hello Print! and

distributed to cafes, bars, theaters, art schools, and community centers throughout

Rome. They will feature a striking graphic; the Eorum Fabula, Romaeuropa and

other large partner logos; dates of performances; QR Code to

www.eorumfabula.com. The purpose of these materials is to create buzz and inform

locals of the upcoming performances as well as drive traffic to the website and

increase awareness of organization and mission. Performance programs will also be

available to audience members at the performances. 

Limited Printing of Eorum Fabula Yearbook: Sponsors, Founder’s Circle members,

and patrons who donate at the Boulanger, Viardot, Graham, and Ninjinska levels will

receive via post a limited printing of the Eorum Fabula Yearbook. The book will

feature images from throughout the creative process as well as brief bios and

interviews with the artists on the production itself, the process, the importance of

womxn creative leaders in the performing arts, and how the experience affected

them. All Yearbooks will be signed by the creative team. The Yearbooks are another

way for Eorum Fabula to acknowledge and thank those who made the pilot edition

possible. Direct and personal recognition would encourage continued financial

support from corporations, foundations, and individuals. The Yearbooks will also be

available for sale at the performances.
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EORUM FABULA

Press releases will coincide with two of the organization's biggest events:

Launch/Annual Open Call (to be published in July) and International Women’s

Day/First Residency (to be published in March).

Four Free Press Release Sites:  Online PR News, PR Zoom, Newswire Today, Idea

Marketers

Targeted Journals and News Outlets: FreeDa, Pikara, Wonderful World of Dance,

Encast, Backstage, Opernwelt, Il Tempo, Il Corriere

RESS AND JOURNALS

8.5  Communication and Marketing

Budget

Strategy Description Cost

Ceremonial

Marketing

Postcards

Gifted Merchandising

Yearbooks 25€/book

Sponsor Packets

8€/booklet

Badges

Merchandising

456€

1000 pcss

5000 pcs

0,083% of crowdfunding target

92€

572€

273,46€Tote Bages

Merchandising

Crowdfunding Platform

Social Media

373,5€

1.700€

   TOTAL       3.459,96€

10€ / hr

100 pcs
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EORUM FABULA

9.1   Health and Safety Plan

Crew: In order to run a safe working environment within a rehearsal space or theater, it

is vital for each person who is involved in the process to know the scope of their

responsibilities. Therefore, it is vital that tasks are defined from beginning to

completion. 

Assessment of Risks: Each crew member will be responsible for logging their duties,

assessing risks and hazards, and communicating these potential risks and hazards to

the Stage Manager. Communication logs will be provided for consistency of

assessment.

Development and Review of Hazard Controls:  In cooperation with Teatro di Roma,

Eorum Fabula will communicate and address any and all potential hazards and risks

before rehearsals and performances.

In-Theater Rehearsals and Considerations:

PAPER TECH- A Paper Tech is a session where the director, all designers, the Technical

Director and the Stage Managers discuss the technical elements of the show from

beginning to end. Each cue is “talked through” and recorded in the Stage Manager’s

prompt book. These include scene shifts, special effects, lighting and sound cues, and

quick changes. This session can take place at the residency or theater.

Considerations for Eorum Fabula Health and Safety Guide

Health and safety protocols are essential for the successful implementation of a

theatrical work. Every employee of Eorum Fabula will receive a copy of the Health and

Safety Handbook which will explain procedures for each step of the creation process

through to the strike of the production. 
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EORUM FABULA

9.2  Health and Safety Plan

TECHNICAL REHEARSAL(S)- Technical Rehearsal is a concentrated rehearsal period. The

Stage Manager will produce shift plots and run sheets in conjunction with the designers

and identified crew, if available. Scene shifts, special effects, lighting and sound cues,

and quick changes are slowly integrated into the stage action by the Stage Manager.

Problems are solved, and actors learn to integrate the technical elements into the

performance. There are several types of Technical Rehearsals. At the production

meeting prior to the first technical rehearsal, the team determines which type of

rehearsal the First Technical Rehearsal will be: Dry Tech. This tech involves only

technicians and actors involved in shifting scenery. A Dry Tech is not always necessary.

The purpose is to solve problems in timing and coordination of cues, to choreograph

and rehearse shifts, and to establish placement of cues. A Cue-to-Cue rehearsal may

be held instead of, or in conjunction with, the Dry Tech date of the Master Production

Calendar. Cue-to-Cue. This tech involves both technicians and actors. The purpose is to

polish timing and accuracy. This type of tech is recommended for those productions

that have a moderate to large number of simple cues. The rehearsal proceeds from

cue-to-cue, skipping large volumes of dialogue in between, utilizing the "Stop and Go"

procedure. Stop and Go. This tech involves both technicians and actors. 

All equipment is working and any backup systems are in place on standby.

All running sheets are in order (with any new updates and current copies for

everyone)

All performers are aware of technical cues & timing and any other possible hazards.

All working personnel are present and /or informed of their duties for the

production.

Any work tasks are completed in preparation for the bump out to begin after the

show.

All areas are free of hazards

DRESS PARADE: Dress Parade is a separate event showing (usually on the production

set) each costume to be worn in the production. This gives the Director and Costume

Designer an opportunity to address aesthetic or practical issues with the costumes prior

to first dress rehearsal. Generally, an hour should be scheduled for Dress Parade.

CREW ORIENTATION and BRIEFING- This is a run through on stage that gives the crew

members their only chance to watch the production. Cast and crew introductions will

be made, and the director’s concept repeated prior to the start of this run through.

Crew members will be introduced to their positions and given a detailed orientation by

the Stage Manager and taught how to run equipment and handle scenery, props and

costumes by their appropriate designers.An explanation will be given to all crew about

the expectations before each rehearsal and show in the theater and what should be

carried out and how it should be documented. For example, Stage Manager and

identified crew shall ensure:
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EORUM FABULA

9.3  Health and Safety Plan

Fall Hazard and Protection: A Fall Protection Plan will be designed and

implemented by Scenic Designer in accordance with theater protocols

Rigging: These are the tools that help lower, raise, and maintain height of items

above the stage. All crew will receive an orientation on how to use the specific

rigging equipment at Teatro India during the Crew Orientation. Responsibilities for

scenic designer and stage manager include: Inspecting all rigging before each

rehearsal and performance; Ensuring all counterweights are secured with a lock

plate; Maintaining control of all moving pieces at all times; Communicating to all on

personnel on the stage when equipment or set pieces are being moved;

Communicate to Stage Manager if ropes need replacing.

Ladders: Always inspect ladders before use and do not try to substitute with boxes

or other equipment.

Power tools: Only designated crew members shall use power tools. Crew shall be

familiar with manufacturer’s instructions for use and care. Tools will not be used

near wet surfaces. All tools will be unplugged immediately after use and stored in

safe and specified places.

The purpose is to work on timing, accuracy and create a performance sense of the

production. The tech proceeds through the entire production, stopping only if there is a

problem. (Should cue problems arise that are too complex for the Stop and Go, the

Cue-to-Cue procedure is adopted.)

DRESS REHEARSAL- Dress Rehearsals are usually a full “run” prior to opening night.

Costumes, Make-up and Wigs (or performance hair styles) are added to the process

after at least one Technical Rehearsal. Quick changes are rehearsed in context and

problem quick changes will be scheduled for additional rehearsals outside of the

context of the run. Exceptions may be made to move this earlier on the calendar if

technical considerations (i.e., movement, quick changes, or cues) require more

rehearsal time.

Risk Assessment:

Identify Hazards

Assess Risk

Evaluate Existing Protocols

Implement Additional Controls

Evaluate and Update

MAIN AREAS OF CONSIDERATION and COMMON RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THEM:

Set Construction
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Handling Chemicals: The performing arts employs many kinds of dyes, paints, inks,

pigments, and solvents. It is important for designers and handlers to be familiar with

the chemicals they are working with and specific handling instructions from the

manufacturers. Proper ventilation should be utilized as well as ecologically

conscious disposal practices.

Storage: All toxic and hazardous materials must be stored in accordance with

Teatro India’s guidelines. All flammable materials will be secured in fire-proof

lockers; All materials will be kept at least 24” from ceiling and ceiling sprinklers; All

materials will not obstruct exits, fire fighting equipment, or electrical equipment.

PPEs: All crew members shall be made aware at Crew Orientation of the

expectations for PPE use within the theater during build and strike.

Advanced Preparation

Patron Health

Accessibility

Crowd Control

Specify tasks and designate who is doing what

PPEs 

Make a plan that includes:

Front of House

Strike

9.4  Health and Safety Plan
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EORUM FABULA

9.5  Health and Safety Plan

All props will be handled ONLY by the designated prop master and the actor using

it.

Weapons: All weapons (real weapons, not toys) must be authorized by an executive

representative of Eorum Fabula and RomaEuropa Festival. Weapons will be stored

in a secure manner and access will be restricted to Stage Management only.

Weapons will not be loaned out and no personal weapons will be used. *Training

with weapons will be required before use and if a weapon is required, a Stage

Combat professional will be contracted to demonstrate use and choreograph any

movements in which the weapon is needed.

Electrical Risks 

Fire Risks

Falling from Heights

Cable Management

Electrical Risks

Risks of Falling

Video and Projection Equipment

Noise Levels

Cable Management

Storage and Maintenance

Fog and Atmospheric Smoke

Foam, Snow, Confetti

Lasers and Strobe Lights

Pits, Trap Doors, Change of Elevations

Flying and Rigging of Performers, Flying Items Above Audience

Constructing, Modifying, and Repairing Costumes

Scissors and Sewing Machines

Irons and Steamers

Chemicals

Dressing and Wearing of Costumes

Storing Costumes

Selection

Application

Removal

Storage

Use of Chemicals

Props

Lighting

Audio and Video

Special Effects

Costumes

Make-up and Hair
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10.1  Environmental Aspects and Impacts

(Sources: Bibliography 8) 
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EORUM FABULA

11.1  Logistical Plan

Online Collaboration

Confirm collaboration platform subsciption and run trials with Directors

Supply artists with logon credentials and toolbox

Host an introduction and initial user experience / Q&A session

Establish calendar of deadlines

Audit sessions 2x/month and provide assistance

Technical and light plan for the theatre

Residencies

Verify and if necessary arrange artist transportation to Rome and to residency

Arrange and verify accommodations

Introduction to Theatre Residence residency production team

Walk-through facilities and ensure team access to available infrastructure 

Meet and Greet / Welcome Meal

 Share rehearsal and workshop schedule

 Discuss space, safety precautions 

Maintain communication with Assistant Director for schedule changes

Maintain Communication with Stage Manager for artist

Final evening dinner

Clean facilities after departures

Premiere Party / Networking Event

Guest List

Catering + Supplies

Seating

Lighting

Stage

Gucci AR Exhibit

Welcome Announcement & Speeches

Music

Strike

Garbage / Waste

Restroom Facilities
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Performance

11.2  Logistical Plan

Initial walk-through of space

Introductions and crew meeting: 

  *Go over safety plan

  *Establish set roles and duties

  *Tour of facility

Load-In of tech, set pieces:

Coordinate arrival times and load-in times

Lighting setting

Sets

Establish sign-ins to ensure artists and crew arrive on time to calls

Stage and tech rehearsals: dry run and pre-première run through 

Review and fix 

Ensure all tech, set, and artistic props and features are working properly and in their

  correct places before top of show

Run challenging or dangerous choreography 1hr before show

Space & time for warming -up 

Audience crowd control / flow

Open House 30 minutes before curtain

Call Artists to Stage

Run Show

Intermission timing and check-in

Restroom Facilities

Strike

  *Refer to list of delegated tasks for strike

  *Walk-through and strike: Stage: Remove all tape, remove dance floor if required, sweep;

Lighting: Remove lighting from trusses, take apart accessory pieces; Sound and light booth;

Gallery; Bathrooms; Dressing rooms; Wardrobe; Hallways; Foyer; Separate

rented/borrowed equipment and log 
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12.1 Technical Plan

Prototype Performance Plan

Residency

Assessment of technical requirements with

forecasted costs for performance

prototype at Teatro India, Residency at The

International Theatre, Online collaboration

of creative leaders team and the general

organisation of Eorum Fabula. 

All expenses are relfected in the financial

budget in the respectve years, when

expected to be realised. 
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12.2 Technical Plan

Online Collaboration General Organisation
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13.1 Co-producer & Partners

Co-producer: Romaeuropa Festival

Venue partner for premiere of production

Final co-selection of creative visionary with partners organization and EF creative director

Promotion of production and creative leaders through their media partners, festival announcement,

festival programme and website & social media

New cutting edge performing arts production

Opportunity to 

be the first in hosting an interdisciplinary production built with a new creation format

promote new perspectives, new interpretations, new visions by hosting a production led by an

international team of professional womxn creative leaders from different disciplines

build relationships with other performing arts organizations from Lithuania, Romania, The Netherlands,

and Finland

give exposure to Italian performing artists as leaders and collaborators

introduce new festival audience

Role

Eorum Fabula’s Contribution

1.

2.

Why Romaeuropa?

Mission: “To intercept the dynamism of the contemporary creative sector and to transform this into Art,

Culture, and innovative artistic experiences which address the future and to broaden the horizons of artistic

inquiry and research” + “follows the multitudinous and non-linear trajectories of modernity, pausing only

when something new is encountered in the field of dance, music, theatre, the visual arts”... “has promoted

both celebrated names and new, emerging talents in the performing arts sector” …”Its spectators are as

varied as the cultural content of the Festival itself which aims to bridge the gap between “niche” and “mass”

public by adopting a strategy based on the sharing and interlacing of diverse cultures and expressive

codes.”

Romaeuropa Festival promotes cutting edge performances of emerging talent, diversity, cross cultural

collaborations and dialogue, internationality. They promote innovation and strive to stimulate further artistic

investigation. These values fit closely with Eorum Fabula’s mission two of its purposes: 

Collaboration between international performing artists and promotion of a different method for creation 

(80% online creation and 20% on-site creation).

Collaborations & Actions: Romaeuropa Festival engages with other festivals that have a mission to give

space and voice to underrepresented, marginalised groups such as Gender Bender Festival. They also

participate in contests for emerging talents such as Premio Vivo d’Arte, directed at young Italian

choreographers, and have the role of production hosts for the winner of the contest.
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13.2 Co-producer & Partners

Venue Plan Teatro India
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13.3 Co-producer & Partners

Residency Partner: The International Theatre 

Host for 1-week residency in February and two-week intensive at the end of August and beginning of

September (the time period directly preceding the stage rehearsals at the Roma Europa Festival).

The general residence program organizes 1-2 week residencies for artists, with a maximum of 2 artists at

the same time, providing them each with a private creative studio and studio apartment. Other practical

facilities include a kitchen, internet, bicycles and computers.

The residence plant is wheelchair accessible and the artists’ partners a welcome to stay for the duration

of the residency.

The International Theatre is an Italian cultural association founded in 1994. The association principally

operates in the field of theatre (dance, music) and is working to widen its spectrum to other forms of art. The

International Theatre is a member of ResArtist (Artistic residence network grouping 600 organisations over 70

countries), IETM (International performing arts network) and MThI (International Music Theatre production and

consultancy company based in Italy).

Role 

Eorum Fabula’s Contribution

Eorum Fabula invites The International Theatre in a partnership aimed at facilitating the in-person creation

process and rehearsal residencies. The ability to meet and work together in a shared, physical place is an

essential part for the creation of a performance and should therefore under no circumstances be

underestimated. The residency hosted by The International Theatre will be the first place of encounter for the

creative leaders and as such the start of their collaborative journey. This one-week residency will take place in

February and will focus mainly on the exploration of the creative vision through an exchange of each creative

leader’s artistic expertise and practice. The artists will have the opportunity to get to know each other through

this exchange as well as take the first organisational steps toward the planning of their online collaboration.

Eorum Fabula will supporting the team by providing them with an online collaboration toolbox. After this first

residence at The International Theatre, the creative leaders team will work remotely until they return to Rome

for their final rehearsal residency.

During the two to three-week ultimate rehearsal residency, the creative leaders team (and the invited

performers) will return to the studios of The International Theatre. This will be the final time to revisit the

creation - review spatial compositions, technicals requisites, costumes, and make any adaptations in

preparation for the move to Teatro India. After this residence, the technical and dress rehearsals on the

mainstage of RomaEuropa Festival will take place.

The beautiful setting of The International Theatre Residence gives the ideal place for the creative leaders to

meet and nurture their creativity. The combination of different working spaces and outside areas enhance the

exploration of multidisciplinarity storytelling and as such elevate the dialogue between the artistic practices

and personal narratives. This is a unique opportunity for The International Theatre residence to take its desired

step toward widening its spectrum of represented art forms. By getting in touch with artists from different

disciplines, with a focus on the development of performative works, The International Theatre can work toward

the inclusion of other art forms and make the necessary adaptations in order to support artists of many

disciplines. Eorum Fabula will promote The International Theatre as its residency partner.
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Partner: The Kone Foundation & Saari

Residence - Helsinki, Finland

Promotion of yearly open-call in Finland: 2021 - 2026

Pre-selection of Finnish collaborator: 2021- 2026

Pre-selection of Finnish creative visionary and participation in final selection: 2022

Future: Host of creation residence at Saari Residence

Role

Kone Foundation is an independent and unaffiliated organisation located in Helsinki committing to “make

the world a better place by facilitating bold initiatives in academic research and art”. The foundation

embraces boldness - “to question and examine the world from new, critical perspectives” -, crossing

boundaries, ecology and sustainability, multidisciplinarity and a focus on the margins as their guiding

principles for all its activities. These activities are firstly, grants “to promote academic research, culture and

art”, secondly the Saari Residence, cooperation projects in science, health and environment, grantee events 

- “to shine light on know-how and work of grantees and to create interaction and a sense of community

between professionals in research and the arts” - and finally The Well; “a metaphor for gatherings but it is

also events and happenings, aiming at connecting people from different backgrounds.” (Source: Kone

Foundation)

The Kone Foundation, member of the Council of Finish Foundations and European Foundation Centre,

generates revenues from its operations, thus receiving no public funding. For its cooperation projects the

foundation has partnerships with The Science Forum (biennial science event in Helsinki), The Institute for

Health Metric and Evaluation (Washington) and the Forum for Environmental Information in Finland. 

Based on the following reasons Eorum Fabula and Kone Foundation are complementary partners. Firstly, in

both the grant making and residency program, the Kone Foundation does not only prioritise proposals that

are multidisciplinary, but also those that “seek to view things from new perspectives” and the “questioning of

prevailing ideas”. As such, Eorum Fabula’s principle of courage aligns with Kone’s approach to boldness, as it

takes courage to be bold and everything that emerges from new perspectives includes the risk of crossing

boundaries. Secondly, the Foundation’s focus on community exchange and engagement also aligns with

Eorum Fabula’s employment of collaboration, as to affirm solidarity and sorority amongst womxn creative

leaders and the larger community. Finally, Kone foundation favors Finish artists or international artists that

are working in Finland or have a strong connection with the country. Thus, by facilitating Finnish female

artists' participation in a multidisciplinary collaboration, they will bring international visibility to them and

drive boldness across the international performing arts scene.

Each year, one Finnish womxn creative will join the Eorum Fabula creative leaders team and will be

promoted during and after her participation. As of 2021 (until at least 2026), Kone Foundation will promote

and carry-out the yearly open-calls. They will process and evaluate all received applications and make a

pre-selection of 5 candidates. In addition, in 2022 they will have the unique opportunity to honor a Finnish

creative leader to take the position as creative visionary for the production of 2023. 

13.4 Co-producer & Partners
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Partner: 4Culture - Bucharest, Romania
For its ongoing activities and projects, the association receives funding from The Ministry of Culture and

National Heritage, Administration of the National Cultural Fund, ArCub – Centre for Cultural Projects of

the Municipality of Bucharest and the National Center of Dance Bucharest. It also receives financial

support on a project base from the Embassy of the United States in Bucharest, the Austrian Cultural

Forum, the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Romania, the Embassy of Norway in Romania,

Goethe Institute, the Embassy of Portugal, Czech Centre, the Polish Institute, the Italian Cultural Institute

“Vito Grasso”, Balassi Institute  and Cinedans. 

4Culture has been actively engaged in international collaborations, is committed to the development of

interdisciplinary projects and aims to bring visibility to emerging talents, making them the ideal

collaborator for Eorum Fabula. Through the collaboration, 4Culture can solidify the international

promotion of the emerging Romanian womxn contemporary dance artists. 

Each year, one Romanian womxn creative will join the Eorum Fabula creative leader teams and will be

promoted during and after her participation. As of 2021 (until at least 2026), 4Culture will promote and

carry-out the yearly open-call within Romania. 4Culture will process and evaluate all received

applications and make a pre-selection of 5 candidates. In addition, in 2023 they will have the unique

chance to offer one womxn creative leader the opportunity to be the creative visionary for the

production of 2024. Following an open-call 4Culture will propose 5 potential candidates to

Romaeuropa and participate in the final decision-making.

The year after each premiere at Romaeuropa Festival, the team of womxn creative leaders will present

their performance as part of the annual eXplore festival held in September. Not only will these

performances be a great addition to the multidisciplinary program, but also a way of giving back to the

artistic community, giving them a sense of pride and ownership and finally, inspire future generations.

 

Partner: Arts Printing House - Vilnius, Lithuania

Yearly open-calls in Lithuania: 2021 - 2026

Pre-selection of Lithuanian collaborator: 2021- 2026

Pre-selection of Lithuanian creative visionary and participation in final selection: 2024

Exchange of best practices in online collaboration tools and support for documentation and

evaluation

Role:
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“Arts Printing House a unique creative phenomenon, a vibrant performing arts venue and meeting

place for artistic souls. Established in a former printing house dating back to 1585, nowadays it deals

with performing arts layouts and linotypes - those that help develop a new understanding of

creativity within modern society.” 

“Our artistic greenhouse ... and what we cultivate in it:

:1.    Emerging artists. We think their ideas are worth reaching your eyes, ears and brains.

2.      Emerging arts. New circus is worth claiming for the right to exist, others are also welcome to

emerge, to become…

3.    A new kind of society nurtured by culture. We believe that the ozone hole can decrease only if

most of us are cultured enough.

4.    Challenging ideas. There is a thin line between a stupid question and a challenging idea. We go

for both.

5.    Lithuanian theatre resources at www.menufaktura.lt. It’s fun and it’s not only for theatre nuts.

6.    Your creativity. _______________________________. Intentionally left blank. Use your ideas

to fill the gap.” (source: Arts Printing House)

Arts Printing house is a non-profit, artist-run performing arts venue located in Vilnius, Lithuania with a

vision “to be a vehicle of changes in the performing arts scene.” It is home to more than 10 national

performing arts organizations that share their offices, rehearsal and performance spaces, and is

welcoming of international artists and organizations as residents. The house has five different spaces

available to host a variety of cultural events of all sizes; performances, cinema, rehearsals,

workshops, seminars, etc… Under the roof of the Arts Printing House one can also find the ‘Infoteka’,

an information resource in English and Lithuanian with special emphasis on performing arts. In its own

projects, the association is particularly engaged in the development of circus through the

organisations of festivals and the participation in international cooperation projects. Arts Printing

House is a member of Trans Europe Halles, IETM, Res Artis, and Circostrada. The Vilnius City

Municipality is providing continued financial support to the association and the Lithuanian Ministry of

Culture and Culture Fund of the Republic of Lithuania provide additional project support. 

Eorum Fabula invites Arts Printing House to embark in a journey committed to making a change in the

performing arts scene by tackling the underrepresentation of womxn creative leaders. Being inclusive

to all performing arts disciplines and nationalities, Arts Printing House is the ideal partner to facilitate

multidisciplinary collaborations and promote the participation of local emerging talents. Furthermore,

Eorum Fabula incorporates the exploration of online collaboration tools during the creation

processes as an essential element of the project. As Arts Printing House participated in the European

Cooperation project CIRCollaborative Tools, “an experimental learning project of 9 partners for

2016-2019 that aims at developing and improving the use of online collaborative tools among the

contemporary circus sector, finding common work methods at a European scale”, there’s the

opportunity to further experiment and as such complement their toolbox for online collaboration and

extend it to multidisciplinary performance collaborations. By facilitating female artists' participation

in a multidisciplinary collaboration, they can bring visibility to womxn creative leaders and directly

promote the Arts Printing House and the Lithuanian performing arts scene internationally.
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Sirpa Pietikäinen: Chairperson

Kirsti Lehmusto: Vice Chairperson, Communications Director

Anna Kirveennummi: Researcher & Coordinator

Kai Lehikoinen: University Lecturer

Henri Terho: special AdvisorHeidi Grönstrand: Researcher

Tuula Närhinen: artist, architect and Doctor visual arts

Following an open-call, the Kone Foundation will propose 5 potential candidates to Romaeuropa and

participate in the final decision-making. As a future plan, Eorum Fabula seeks to expand the creation

process in collaboration with The Saari Residence, located in Mynämäki, Southwest Finland. For

performance artists the residence facilities consist of a large dance studio, two smaller outbuildings 

- ‘Machinery Hall & Jacob’s Barn’ - and two double-bedroom apartments. Group residencies usually

take place between May and August for a duration of maximum 4 weeks and are welcoming

international artists. Ecology and sustainability are two of Saari’s values. As Eorum Fabula grows it

will thrive to work on slow traveling as recommended by Saari. Maintained by the Kone Foundation,

Saari Residence has its own Advisory Board and staff. Therefore, the Eorum Fabula residence

program extensions will take place in direct contact with the members of the board and/or director

of Saari Residence.

Advisory Board:

Partner: 4Culture - Bucharest, Romania
Role: 

Promotion of yearly open-call in Romania: 2021 - 2026

Pre-selection of Romanian collaborator: 2021- 2026

Pre-selection of Romanian creative visionary and participation in final selection: 2023

Host production at eXplore festival 2021 - 2026

“4Culture is a non-profit association that aims to support the education of young artists, the research,

production and dissemination of emerging creators in the field of contemporary art and dance.” Since

2010, 4Culture has been organizing the International Contemporary Dance Festival eXplore. The first

edition was launched in 2005 by Artlink Association and was the first of its kind in Romania. 4Culture has

been actively promoting Romanian participation in the regional event Balkan Dance Platform and in

2008 participated in the 5-year Creative Europe program Jardin d’Europe, committed to building a

common infrastructure and activities supporting the emerging Eastern and Western European dance

scenes. From 2018 until 2022, 4Culture has collaborated with a network of 11 organizations, associations,

production houses and companies in the multi-annual cooperation project Life-Long Burning, funded by

the EU Creative Europe program. 4Culture is a member of IETM, the international performing arts

network. (Source: 4Culture)
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Each year, one Lithuanian womxn creative will join the Eorum Fabula creative leaders teams and will

be promoted during and after her participation. As of 2021 (until at least 2026), Arts Printing House

will promote the yearly open-call, process and evaluate all received applications from Lithuania, and

make a pre-selection of 5 candidates. In addition, in 2024 they will have the unique chance to offer

one womxn creative leader the opportunity to be the creative visionary for the production of 2025.

Following an open-call, Arts Printing House will propose 5 potential candidates to Romaeuropa and

participate in the final decision-making.

Partner: New Heroes - Amsterdam, Netherlands

Yearly open-call: 2021 - 2026

Pre-selection collaborator: 2021- 2026

Pre-selection of creative visionary and participation in final selection: 2025

Mentorship and organisational support

Role: 

“New Heroes is an artistic philosophy, a vision on the world and the role of art in it and a specific

approach to making that art. An international movement of creators that share these ideas and a

structure that organizes them. New heroes is a non-profit creative company composed of a small

fixed core working together with a strong international network of creative professionals from the

(performing) arts and other disciplines - “we call these makers and thinkers, creators” - and the ‘right’

partners for each of their projects. It develops multidisciplinary storytelling projects in which they

combine performance and all other audiovisual arts to tell necessary stories about societal issues.

Everything New Heroes does, is guided by the following three principles: “Create from necessity,

connect through and with the project, and search for the right audience for every project.” In

addition, New Heroes emphasizes “all work is paid” as its primary business value. In order to “create a

true impact for a wider audience”, each project has a “specific theme” from which they “perform

scientific and practical research”, identify and “engage all partners and stakeholders”, and finally

“pick the right project format”. New Heroes has an extensive partner network stretching across the

Netherlands and Belgium. This includes cultural, social, educational, scientific, commercial and

corporate partners, as well as local, regional, and European governments and EU projects. The

organisation receives structural funding from the Dutch Arts Council’s Fund for Performing Arts (Fonds

Podiumkunsten) and project-based support through its network.

“New Heroes is highly professional, yet unconventional ‘rock and roll’, inclusive and collaborative”. This

is the organisational personality Eorum Fabula is thriving to work with and learn from. Eorum Fabula

recognizes co-creation by womxn creatives as a medium to tackle the underrepresentation of womxn

in creative leadership positions in the performing art and as a tool to dismantle power structures in

creative processes, and affirm connectivity and social engagement. Through the collaboration of

New Heroes and Eorum Fabula, storytelling will be facilitated, multidisciplinary performing arts will be

employed as a medium, and connectivity will be affirmed. The combination of these elements enable

the dissemination of narratives to create the desired social engagement.
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New Heroes was the initiator of the European In-Situ Network pilot project ‘In Search of Democracy
3.0’ investigating today’s democracies, with all their challenges and solutions for the future. This
project is ongoing and contains live performances, documentary series, lectures and a knowledge
platform. As a start-up, Eorum Fabula would like to call upon New Heroes’ expertise and support for
the organisational development and implementation of its project. 

As of 2021 (until at least 2026), New Heroes will promote the yearly open-call and process and
evaluate all received applications to make a pre-selection of 5 candidates. In addition, in 2025
they will be promoting the open-call for the creative visionary for the production of 2026. New
Heroes will propose 5 potential candidates to Romaeuropa and participate in the final decision-
making of the creative visionary for 2025. As New Heroes has an international network of creators
in the country of origin, residency will not be a deciding factor. Hence the 5th country represented
in our project will be variable each year. 

Partner: Feminist Futures Festival - Essen,

Germany

Venue Partner: Yearly host for Eorum Fabula production
Facilitator of open-discussion

Role: 

The fifth partner is the three-day Feminist Futures Festival in Essen, Germany, co-organised by Care
Revolution Network, Rosa Luxemburg Foundation and Konzeptwerk Neue Ökonomie. The program
covers different thematics and sections led by partner organisations and invited speaker guests
organising the festival into different sections. Festival activities range from exhibitions, cinema,
theatre, networking, concerts and are focused around the following five main thematics: all this work
(working conditions), socio-ecological transformation, violence and body politics, reproductive justice,
family politics and care, and finally, postcolonial and international feminism. The festival organizers are
committed “to make both the event itself and the whole process as open and participative as possible”
and in addition “to reduce access barriers”. “The idea behind the festival is to create a feminist space
in which as many different people as possible can exchange ideas and get to know each other beyond
everyday stress and build and consolidate (international) networks.

With over more than 20 partners and sponsors Feminist Future Festival held its second edition in 2019.
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Both Eorum Fabula and Feminist Futures Festival are thriving to challenge tradition and promote

female empowerment. Eorum Fabula would like to contribute to their mission by offering cutting

edge performative works to their festival and thereby strengthen the Arts and Culture section of

the festival. FFF is the only partner explicitly focusing on the feminist narrative creating a unique

ground of collaboration. Moreover, it thrives on doing so in an inclusive way which is one of the

main pillars of Eorum Fabula which identifies underrepresentation of womxn creative leaders as

part of a larger social issue. In other words, feminism is not a female movement. 

Unlike the other partners, Feminist Futures will be strictly a venue partner and therefore

contribute to the visibility and empowerment of womxn creative leaders from different parts of

Europe by giving them the opportunity to present their work in another country and community. 

One year after the premiere in Rome, the team will travel to Feminist Futures Festival to present

their work in an encore performance. Because exchange and connectivity within the community

are prerequisites for both FFF and Eorum Fabula, the creative team will host a discussion in

which they can share their experiences gained during the creation process and reflections on

particular subjects, which will be defined together with FFF.
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14.1 Financial Plan

The table below gives an overview of the diversification of revenue streams as percentages

of the total budgeted revenue. These include both monetary and in-kind sources

contributions 

Detailed breakdown of the forecasted revenue and expenses

*July - December 2020
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14.2 Financial Plan

**Excluding accommodation expenses. Expenses based on provisions: see

technical plan for cost breakdown in Annex 12.1)
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15.1 Fundraising Strategy
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15.2 Fundraising Strategy
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Benefit to Gucci

15.3 Fundraising Strategy
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15.4 Fundraising Strategy
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15.5 Fundraising Strategy
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15.6 Fundraising Strategy
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15.7 Fundraising Strategy
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15.8 Fundraising Strategy
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15.9 Fundraising Strategy
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15.10 Fundraising Strategy
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15.11 Fundraising Strategy
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15.12 Fundraising Strategy
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15.13 Fundraising Strategy
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15.14 Fundraising Strategy
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15.15 Fundraising Strategy
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15.16 Fundraising Strategy
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15.17 Fundraising Strategy
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16.1 Evaluation Plan

Eorum Fabula and her partners organised and promoted 5 new performative works

 That were presented in at least 3 different countries

Hereby, 25 womxn performing arts leaders from at least 5 different countries have participated in a

that were featured in the Romaeuropa Festival program and on the Eorum Fabula website

 Track local, national and international media publicity on creative leaders’ work and achievements

 Shared social media

 videos/photos/testimonies

Growth in newsletter subscribers and social media followers

 Used EorumFabula hashtag in social media by online community

 Grants, funding secured

 Co-producers attracted for new performative work

 Commissioned work

 Ongoing or future residencies

 Participation in new performing arts projects

 Presentation opportunities outside Eorum Fabula Program 

Check if objective has been met:

  (by 2026)

1.

2.

3.

multidisciplinary and international collaboration

1.

 

How? 

Internal evaluation at the end of each cycle

   

 Collect, share and archive evidence of visibility (by 2026)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

#eorumfabula #eorumfabula_2022

#womxncreativeleaders #womxnempowerment #eorumfabula_artisttakeover

#eorumfabula_8m #celebratingwomxn_2022

 How? 

Internal evaluation at the end of each cycle (external communications strategy)

   

Measure impact of visibility for participants' careers and artistic trajectories (by 2026)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

  

How?

  Survey amongst participants, 6 months and 1,5 years after participation

GOAL: RAISE VISIBILITY OF WOMXN CREATIVE LEADERS IN THE PERFORMING ARTS
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Each year host a post-premiere networking event with a total of   40 journalists, promoters, and

programmers.  By 2026,  introduced 25 participants to innovative ways of live performance creation

through online collaboration

Throughout the project participants will develop the following skills: Time management,

understanding of budget planning  principles, comfort in using digital tools, teamwork skills, cross-

cultural literacy, ability to work remotely

Number of industry professionals (performers, artists, programmers, artistic leaders) that accepted or

solicited an invitiation to the networking event and have attended it

Number of countries and cultural entities represented at the networking event

New contacts created between project participants and sector professionals at the networking

events

How many of these are being maintained?

How many have already led to an established professional engagement (i.e. signed contract or letter

of intent)?

Grants or funding secured 

Co-productions for new performative works

Commissioned works

Professional engagements, new collaborations between participants and global institutions and

festivals 

Check if objectives have been met:

1.

2.

How? 

Internal evaluation at the end of each cycle

   

 Quantify

1.

2.

 

How? 

Internal evaluation at the end of each cycle)

 Quantify

1.

2.

3.

 

How?

  Survey amongst participants, 6 months and 1,5 years after participation

Measure impact and value 

Professional trajectories (local, national, and international)

1.

2.

3.

4.

GOAL: PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT AND FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

16.2 Evaluation Plan
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Ranking of 8 skill development objectives from most to least developed and confident (before

Expectations of online collaboration (project initiation)

Experience gained in use of online collaboration tools (after project)

How have the different online tools (i) facilitated the remote collaboration (ii) were these able to

address the specific needs of a performing arts creation (after project)?

Value gained through project: “what experience and insights have you gained during the project that

support you in taking your career forward” (after project)

Value of international and multidisciplinary collaboration (after project)     

Value of a womxn creative collaboration. Surprising factors, recurring patterns, opportunities, points

of differentiation and commonality (after project)

Measure impact and value, continued

Skill development self-evaluation / reflection of participants

and after project)

How? 

Comparative surveys: At the project initiation and 6 months after participation

GOAL: RAISE AWARENSS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF EQUAL REPRESENTATION IN POSITIONS OF

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP

Increase of attendance rate of audiences under the age of 25 by 75% the second edition

 40% of Instagram followers are under 25 by December 2023

80% of audience is aware of leadership gender disparity in the performing arts and makes a

conscious effort to attend performances directed by womxn

Check if objectives have been met

1.

How?

Internal evaluation of audience attendance rate

1.

How?

Internal evaluation (social media strateg)

       

1.

 

How? 

Yearly online survey amongst Eorum Fabula audience and community

Do you think that gender equality matters?

Do you think that the stories and perspectives of

underrepresented people bring value to society?

Do you think womxn are equitably represented in

the performing arts?

a)  Yes, the are underrepresented

b) No, the are not underrepresented

Do you think womxn are equitably represented in

positions of artistic leadership in the performing arts?

Which are the three main factors you consider when

choosing to attend a live performing arts event?

(multiple choice)

Would you be more likely to support brands and

companies that sponsor cultural events led by

underrepresented members of the community?

16.3 Evaluation Plan
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17.1 Risk Mitigation Plan 

Risk #1
Damage to organisations’

reputation/ Bad press

caused by ambassador,

volunteer or intern, whether

deliberately or not

Mitigation

Reputation management

guidelines

Clear description of the

ambassador’s,

interns and volunteers scope

of responsibilities and

expected representation of

Eorum Fabula in contractual

agreement

Consistent internal

communication empowering

dialogue as well as risk-

awareness

Mitigation

Review and agree roles &

competencies

Agree on developmental

objectives and motivation

initiatives

Stipulation of work experience

objectives in contractual

agreement

 Regular follow-up by board of

directors

 Back up Volunteers in case of

last minute

absence/cancelation

Mitigation

Prevention (Back up copies of

all sensitive, vital, and creative

materials)

Appraise system needs and

options

Appraise security and

authorisation

procedures

Professional legal advice on

data protection

Risk #2
Injury, long-term sickness, or

other causes

hindering participation /

performance  of one of the

artists

Mitigation

Cancellation clause in

creative leaders’contracts

Health and Safety plan

stipulating all measures to be

undertaken to guarantee

safety of others and self

Performer and interpreter

understudy

Cancellation agreement with

co-producer

O
P

E
R

A
T

IO
N

A
L

Risk #3
Voljunteer non-performance

Risk #4
ICT: Loss of Data

Probability: Low

Probability: Medium Probability: Medium

Probability: High
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17.2 Risk Mitigation Plan 

88

FI
N

A
N

C
IA

L
O

T
H

E
R

Risk #5
Cancellation of expected

funding causing liquidity

problems

Mitigation

Identify dependencies in %

indication

Contingency budget of 5%

Ensure adequate cash flow

projections

Clear delineation between

expected, confirmed

and received cash flow

 In case of reduced

liquidity, the board will

donate their working hours

to the organisation

Risk #6
Change in government

policy for arts and

cultural funding reducing

availability in funding

support

Mitigation

Monitor Arts policies

Future membership of

appropriate network

organisations/umbrella

bodies

Diversify income and

funding sources

Probability: Medium Probability: Medium

Risk #7
3rd party liability claims

Mitigation

Risk Transfer: Insurance

Civil Liability Policy

Risk and Safety briefings

when entering new

premises and initiating new

activities

Risk #8
Break-out of epidemy or

natural disasters leading to

cancellation of any  co-

produced and co-

organised activity

Mitigation

Force majeure clause in

contracts of co-producers

Force majeure clause in

contracts for creative leaders,

rental agreements,

Probability: Medium

Probability: Medium

(Resources: Bibliography 12)
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